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Reflexive Ideals in Maximal Orders 
JOHN A. RILRY 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a relatively recent paper [9] Maury has shown that the principal ideal 
theorem holds in maximal orders: if A is a maximal order and Ax is a principal 
left ideal, with x a nonsin~lar element of/l, then the prime ideals belonging 
to ~3% in /l (in the sense of the ~esieur-Croisot tertiary decomposition 
theory) are all minimal primes. Further, he proves that such a left ideal 
Adc has a primary decomposition in A, viz. Ax is the intersection of finitely 
many primary left ideals, the associated radicals of which are minimal primes, 
He also proves, under certain additional hypotheses on (1, that tertiary 
left ideals, whose radicals are minimal primes, are primary. 
These results may be regarded as arising from the interaction between 
tertiary ideal theory and the so-called theory of quasi-equality for maximal 
orders. Indeed, the express purpose of Maury’s paper is the study of this 
intera~~on: His development, however, proceeds on a rather general level, 
being concerned with orders in semigroups and certain quotient rings. The 
purpose of this paper is to carry out a similar investigation in a somewhat 
more specialized situation, viz., for maximal orders in central simple 
K-algebras, where K is the quotient-field of a Noetherian, integrally closed 
(commutative) domain. In this context, Maury’s results may be extended 
and sharpened to a considerable degree, Thus, we prove (in Section 4; cf. the 
text for notation and te~inology): (a) if h is a bounded left ideal in themaximal 
order ~3, then X-l # A if and only if at least one of the primes in Ass R/X 
is minimal; (b) a bounded left ideal X is reflexive if and only if each prime 
in Ass n/h is minimal; (c) if h is a bounded, tertiary left ideal, with 
Ass ~$3 = (PI, and if P is a m~imal prime, then h is ~-primal. 
The essential techniques used in the proofs (in addition to the theory of 
the associated primes of modules, summarized at the beginning of Section 4) 
are: (a) Iocalization (at prime ideafs of the ground ring), and (b) “quasi- 
equality” theory for maximal orders. The latter is the noncommutative 
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analog of the classical Artin-van der tl’aerden theory ([/I], pp. 9 l-95) and 
has been the subject of a recent elegant treatment [7]. We have found it 
convenient, however, to give alternative derivations of some of the basic. 
facts of this theory; these are presented in Section 3. An irn~or~a~lt tool in 
the de~~elol~I~ent is the following useful formula, which generalizes a well- 
known result of cnmmutatioe ideal theory: if h is a left A-lattice, then 
~--X--l _ n A, , the intersection being taken over the minimal prime ideals p 
in the ground domain. 
The necessary material concerning localization techniques is collected, 
together with the f~~ndamental ~~~finitiolls and certain other preliminary 
information, in Section 2. 
The last section (Section 5) is devoted to an interesting a~~licatiol~: wc 
prove there that if the ground ring R is a unique factorization domain, then 
the minimal primes in a maximal order A over R are themselves “almost all” 
principal ideals, generated, in fact, by central primes. If s(n) is the different 
of A,the primes which “escape” are exactly those in ~ss~~~~(.~).If,i~~ addition, 
the ambient simple algebra (in which A is a maximal order) is a full matrix 
algebra over the quotient field of R, then S(A) L-=_ ‘4, and then each minimal 
prime ideal in A is centrally principal. 
2. PRELI~~I~A~~ES. LATTICES. PRIME IDEALS 
Let R be a Noetherian integrally closed domain, K its quotient field, and z1 
a (finite dimensional) central simple K-algebra. An R-order in X is a subring R 
of .Z, which contains R, is finitely generated as an R-module, and spans z1 
over K (i.e., K OR A = K/l = 2). It is clear that orders are (two sided) 
Noetherian rings. An R-order is ma~irn~l if it is not praperly contained in 
any other R-order in Z. Maximal orders, considered as R-modules, are 
re$eGve (171, p. 372). If A is a maximal R-order, and p is a prime ideal in R, 
then the quotient ring A, is a maximal R,-order in 2’ ([2], p. 2). If p is a 
minimal prime in R, R,, is a discrete rank one valuation ring; we will require 
the following facts concerning maximal orders over discrete rank one 
valuation rings (proofs may he found in [Z], ES]): {a) the radical of A is the 
unique maximal ideal of A; (h) each two-sided A-lattice (definition in the 
next paragraph) is a uniquely determined power, with positive, negative 
or zero exponent, of the radical of A (the significance of the qualification 
“uniquely determined” is that if Na = W, where AT is the radical, then 
a = 6); (c) if X is a left (right) A-lattice, then h is in~~ertihl~, i.e., 
M-r = A@-1 X = A) (i.e. X is A-projective; cf. [Z], appendix). It follows 
from this that X is reflexive, viz. h--“-l = A, 
Returning to the general situation, let A be an R-order. Modifying the 
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terminology of [7], we define a (left, right, two-sided) A-lattice in Z to be a 
finitely generated (left, right, two-sided) /l-submodule of .Z which spans Z 
over K. If  h is a A-lattice, the condition that ;\ span 2 over K is equivalent to: 
h A K # (0). Applying this to the case of an ideal in /l, it follows that a 
(left, right, two-sided) ideal X in (1 is a lattice if and only if X n K f (0). 
Since II is finitely generated over R, each element of (1 is integral over R; 
in particular, the fact that R is integrally closed entails that (1 n K = R. 
Hence an ideal X (left, right, or two-sided) in (1 is a lattice if and only if 
h n R # (0). This last condition is not satisfied for arbitrary one sided 
ideals; however, if 01 is a nonzero two-sided ideal, then cy n R # (0). Namely, 
Ka = K/1 01 /l = Z&Y (since K/l = 2) so that Ka is a two-sided ideal in Z. 
Since Z is a simple ring, and 01 # (0), th’ is g ives Kol = 2, and hence 01 spans Z 
over K. A consequence of this fact is that (0) is a prime ideal in (1. It should 
be remarked that the fact that (1 spans Z over K is also equivalent to: each 
element of Z may be written in the form x/r, x E fl, r E R. Thus Z is the 
quotient ring of A([??], Chap. 6). 
The inverse, X-l, of a left cl-lattice h, is defined to be the right lattice: 
h-l = {U E Z 1 XoX C h}. The following properties of the inverse are easily 
proved: 
(a) X C h-l-l (with h-l-l meaning of course (W-1); 
(b) if h 2 CL, with p another left A-lattice, then p-l _C X-l; 
(c) X-l-l-l = h-l. I f  (1 is a maximal order, there are two other equivalent 
forms for the inverse: 
A-‘={aEZ~ha~A} and h-l = Horn,@, LI). 
To prove the first equality: a is in A-l if and only if huh Z h, i.e., if and only 
if ha C 8, where 0 is the collection of those elements r of Z such that oh C h. 
It is not difficult to verify that U is an R-order which contains fl. Since fl is 
maximal, 0 = /1. Thus CJ E h-l if and only if ha C (1. The proof of the second 
equality depends on the observation that since h (and (1) spans 2 over K, 
any element f  of Horn,@, rl) can be extended to a unique K-linear map 
f ’ : Z+ Z. If  we set u = f  ‘( I), it is not difficult to check that f(x) = xu, 
for all xEX; thus Xu C fl, and hence u oh-l. The correspondence 
f---f u =f’ (1) thus defined is a /l-isomorphism of Horn,@, LI) and h-l. This 
proves the second equality. 
In connection with the use of the “Horn” and “Ass” functors (the latter 
to be introduced in Section 4) we have found it convenient where only the 
ring n is involved to write simply “Horn (M, N)” and “Ass X” instead of 
“Hom,(M, N)” and “Ass, X.” Further, when dealing with quotient rings, 
e-g., A =, we will write “Hom,(M,, N,),” and “Ass J”’ instead of 
“Hom,JM, , NJ’ and “AssIIP x’.” 
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I f  (Y is a two-sided A-lattice, considerations similar to the above show that 
the “right-” and “left-” inverse coincide: 
w-1 = {a 1 a!mx c cc} = {a 1 cm c A} = {a 1 cm 2 A}. 
An important fact concerning localization of the inverse: if h is a A-lattice, 
then h, is a &-lattice, for any prime ideal p in R. If  /l is a maximal order, 
we have: (X-l), = (Hom(h, A)), and this last, by ([4], Chap 2, $2, no 7, p. 98; 
Prop. 19) is equal to Hom,(h, , A,), i.e., to “il. Hence (h-l),, = X;l for any 
prime p in R. 
We conclude this section with a summary of certain technical facts con- 
cerning the relations between prime ideals in R, fl, and fl, . 
It is perhaps not superfluous to remark that the definition of prime ideals 
in general rings is the “usual” one: P is a prime ideal if AB C P q either 
iz C P or B C P for all two sided (or left- or right-) ideals rl, B. A prime P 
is minimal if it is not zero, and contains properly no other nonzero prime ideal. 
Let il be an order, andp a prime ideal in R. Then: 
(a) If  Q is a prime ideal in il, Qfl f  fl, if and only if Q does not meet the 
complement R - p of p in R; if Q, # A, , then Q,, n fl = Q. 
(b) In case Q, + /l,, , Q’?, is a prime ideal in /l, ; the correspondence 
Q + Q, is a one-to-one mapping of the set of primes in /l which do not 
meet R - p onto the set of prime ideals in fl,, . 
(c) If  p is a prime in R, there is a prime ideal P in /l which “lies over” 
p:PnR=p. 
(d) If  /l is a maximal order, and if p is a minimal prime ideal in R, then 
there is only one prime P in /l which lies over p. Further, P is itself a 
minimal prime in fl. 
The proofs of (a) and (b) are about the same as the proofs of the corre- 
sponding theorems for commutative rings. To prove (c), let Q, be a maximal 
ideal in A, ; then Q = Q, n /l lies over p. Finally, if .4 is a maximal order, 
and p a minimal prime in R, let P, Q be two primes in fl lying over p. Then 
P, , Q, are primes in the maximal order fl, ; since R, is a discrete rank one 
valuation ring, the radical of fl, is the unique (nonzero) prime, so that 
P, =Q,,. But then P == P, n fl = Q, n fl == Q. Thus there is just one 
prime in /l lying over p. If  Q is a (nonzero) prime in /l contained in P, then 
again QD = P, so that Q = P, and we conclude that P is minimal. 
One would expect, in addition to (d), that any minimal prime in /l would 
intersect R in a minimal prime, i.e., that if P is minimal, then p = P CT R 
is also minimal. This is true, and is deduced from quasi-equality theory in 
Section 3 (Prop. 3.4). 
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3. REFLEXIVE LATTICES. QUASI-EQUALITY THEORY 
As usual, a left /l-module X is said to be rejIexive if the canonical mapping 
v  : h+ Hom,(Hom,(/\, A), A) (defined by: p)(x)(f) =f(x) for all x EX, 
f~ Hom,(h, /I)) is an isomorphism of X onto its “double dual.” It is well 
known that finitely generated projective modules are reflexive. If  h is a 
A-lattice, if follows from our identification of X-1 and Hom,(h, fl) that h 
is reflexive if and only if X = h-l-‘. The following formula is the extension 
to maximal orders of a result well-known in commutative ring theory. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let fl be a maximal order, and h a left A-lattice. 
Then h-l-i = n h p , where the intersection is taken over the set of minimal 
primes q in R. 
Proof. The result is true in the special case X = fl; for (1, being a maximal 
order, is R-reflexive, and the equality M = n M, is known for finitely 
generated reflexive, torsion free modules M over commutative integrally 
closed rings. Then we may write (after [6], p. 2-23) 
A-l-l = Hom(h-l, A) = Hom(X-l, n A,) 
= n Hom(A-’ , fl,) = n Hom,(Xil, An) 
and since hpl = h;r, it follows that X-1-1 = n h;l-1. Since /l, is a maximal 
order over the discrete rank one valuation ring R, left &-lattices are reflexive. 
Thus h, = &i-l for each minimal q, and therefore X-l-l = n h, . 
Now the double dual, h**, of X as an R-module, A** = Horn, 
(Hom,(h, R), R), is also a left A-lattice ([7], p. 372), and is, moreover, 
torsion free and R-reflexive. Th e commutative case of the above 
formula then gives A** = n h, . We may conclude that A** = X-l-l; an 
immediate consequence of this equality is an alternative proof of Goldman’s 
elegant and useful result ([7], Theorem 2.3, p. 273) if /I is a maximal order, 
a A-lattice is R-reflexive if and only if it is A-reflexive. 
Two further immediate consequences of the proposition which we note 
for future use are (a) the intersection of two reflexive lattices is reflexive. 
And (b) if h, TV are reflexive lattices such that X, = pD for all minimal primes 
p in R, then X = p. 
Now let X, p be two left A-lattices. We will define X and p to be quasi-equal, 
and write X N p if h, = p?, for all minimal prime ideals p in R. It is easily 
seen that this is equivalent to the usual definition, viz. h N p if X-l = p-l: 
for let h-l = p -l; then for any minimal prime p in R, we have 
A;1 = (A-l), = (p-y2, = p,‘, 
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and so A-;;*ml = pll -l-l. Since A, and pn are An-reflexive, 
A, 11 z h-1 -1 = )? CL?, -l -l z PP . 
Thus A, :=- p9 for all minimal primes p. Conversely, if A, ---. p,, for all minimal 
primes p in R, then (X-l), = A;i = (~~ml)~, SO that (h-l),, = (CL I), for all p. 
Now x l and p-1 are /l-reflexive (A-l-’ l = X-l, etc.) so that our remark 
(b) above applies to yield h l = p-m’. 
Quasi-equality is an equivalence relation, and is compatible with various 
operations on lattices. The classical results are summarized in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let fl be a maximal order, and let A, A’, p, p’ denote left 
A-lattices. Then 
(a) M-i -A; 
(b) h w p and A’ A p’ => AA’ y  pp’; 
(c) h N p and A’ N y’ = A n A’ Y p n p’; 
(d) if oi, ,!3 aye two-sided lattices, then ~$3 N /Ax. 
Proof. (a) For any minimal prime p in R, (M-l), = h&l; since A, is a 
maximal order over a discrete rank one valuation ring h&i :-: A,, . Thus 
(AApl), = A, for all minimal p and (a) is proved. 
The proofs of (b)-(d) are likewise quite simple; in the case of (d) we use 
the additional fact that in the discrete rank one valuation case, two-sided 
lattices are powers of the radical. 
It should be remarked that quasi-equality theory in maximal orders can 
be done by an almost word-for-word transliteration of the brtin-van der 
Waerden treatment. We have followed essentially this line, making use of 
the simplifications afforded, on the one hand by localization techniques, 
and on the other by the theory of maximal orders over discrete rank one 
valuation rings. 
It follows from the proposition that the collection G(A) of equivalence 
classes modulo quasi-equality of two-sided A-lattices forms an abelian group 
in the obvious fashion. It is known that this group is free abelian, and has a 
set of generators in one-to-one correspondence with the collection of minimal 
prime ideals in R. In the case that R is a discrete rank one valuation ring 
(and more, generally, a Dedekind ring) it is a classical result that G(A) is 
generated by the collection of prime ideals in A. Our localization methods 
give a quick proof of the analog of this for general maximal orders. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The group G(A) is free abelian, and has as a basis the 
collection of equivalence classes, mod&o quasi-equality, which are determined 
by the minimal prime ideals in A. 
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Proof. An equivalent statement (except for the commutativity, which is 
part (d) of Prop. 3.2) is that if 01 is a two-sided A-lattice such that 01-l f  A 
then 01 is quasi-equal to a uniquely determined product of powers of minimal 
primes. Suppose then that (y. is two-sided, and that m-l # A. Then for some 
minimal prime p in R, 01~ # A,. Now, 01~ # A, if and only if either 
(A $ a/a), # (0) or (A + a/A), # (0). It follows from the theory of the 
support of an R-module that the number of such minimal primes is finite 
([4], Chap 2, 94). Thus let p, , . . ..p. be the minimal primes for which 
019, f  A,* and let P, , . . . . P, be the corresponding minimal primes in A. 
Each a:p, is a two-sided (lpi-lattice, and is therefore a uniquely power, say 
%J; = p&e7 of the radical Pi,, of A,, . 
We have ‘ADi = Pint% = (ygi i 
Consider the product A = Pi1 . . . P$. 
and 2, = A, = o+, if 4 is a minimal prime 
not equal to one of the pi. Hence OL - A. The theorem is proved. 
Supplementary Remark. The minimal primes Pi which occur in the 
factorization 01 - P, . . . P, may be assumed to have the property: K1 # A, 
for i = 1, . . . . n. (If, for example, PI -A then, using 3.2(b), 01 N P, . . . P, ; 
however, not all Pi may be “cancelled” in this fashion, since then (Y -A, 
a contradiction). 
Proposition 3.3 has as consequences several fundamental properties of the 
minimal prime ideals in maximal orders. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal in the maximal order A. 
The following statements concerning P are equivalent. 
(a) P is a minimal prime. 
(b) P-l # A. 
(c) p-l # R (and hence p is a minimal prime in R), where p = P n R. 
(d) P is rej&xive. 
Proof. (a) =z= (b). Let P be a minimal prime in A, and let x be a nonzero 
element of P n R. Then Ax is a two-sided A-ideal, and (Ax)-l # A (indeed, 
(Ax)-’ = A(l/x)). By 3.3, then, Ax N Pp . . . P$ for certain minimal primes 
Pi in A. Since (Ax)-l-l = Ax, Ax is reflexive, and therefore contains the 
product PT1 . . . P$. Thus P also contains this product, and hence P contains 
at least one of the Pi , say PI . Since P is minimal, P = PI . In view of the 
supplementary remark to 3.3, we may assume that P;l # A. Hence P-l # A, 
proving (b). (b) * (c). I f  P-l # A, let p = P n R. If  p-l = R, then p, = R, 
for all minimal primes q in R, and P, 2 p, = R,; thus P, = A, for all such q. 
This contradicts the assumption that P-l # A. Hence p-l # R. It is a 
classical result of commutative quasi-equality theory that “p-l # R” is 
equivalent to “p is minimal.” This proves (c). 
(c) + (d). Using Proposition 3.1. we write P-l-l = n P, , the intersection 
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ranging over the minimal primes q in .R. By (c), p is one of these. Thus 
P-l-l = P, n [n{P, 1 4 f  p}] and since P, = /l, for y  a minimal prime not 
equal to p, we have 
P-l-l = PD n [n{A, j q f pj] = P, n [n{fl, 1 all s{] = P,] n il = P. 
This yields P-l-l = P, showing that P is reflexive. 
That (d) ti (b) is obvious. To finish the proof we will show that (b) + (a). 
Suppose that P-l # /l. Then, by (c), p -= P n R is minimal. But then P 
itself, since it lies over p, is also minimal (by property (d), stated at the end 
of Section 2). The proof is complete. 
Another basic property of minimal primes which we record here for the 
sake of completeness is: 
PROPOSITlON 3.5. If  P is a minimal prime in the maximal order A, then 
n, Pn = (0). 
Proof. With p = P n R, P, is the radical of /l, and it is known that 
A, P,” == (0). Since P C P, , P” C P2,” for each n, and the proposition 
follows immediately. 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE ASSOCIATED PRIME IDEALS 
Let fl be a Noetherian ring, and M a A-module. By the assassinator, or 
collection of associated primes of M, we mean the set, Ass M, of those prime 
ideals Pin /I which have the following property: there is a nonzero submodule 
M’ of M such that P is the annihilator of all nonzero submodules of M’ 
(the annihilator, ann M’, of a module M’ is the set of all x E fl such that 
xM’ = (0)). Ass M is just the set of primes associated to M by the Lesieur- 
Croisot theory of tertiary decomposition. 
If  /I is commutative, the primes in Ass M are those given by the primary 
decomposition theory of commutative algebra. The following properties of 
the correspondence M---f Ass M provide an axiomatic characterization; the 
proofs of these, and of the other basic facts concerning tertiary decomposition 
which we collect here, can be found in [IO]. 
(i) Ass M = 4 i f f  i%ir = (0). 
(ii) I f  M is the union of a family {MS} submodules, then Ass M = 
urn Ass Mw. 
(iii) I f  0 ---f M’ --f M + M” + 0 is an exact sequence of A-modules, then 
Ass M’ 2 Ass M C Ass M’ v  Ass M”. 
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(iv) If  M # (0), then there exists, for each P E Ass M, a submodule M’ 
of M such that Ass M’ = {PI. 
(v) The elements of Ass M are annihilating ideals for M and each 
contains the annihilator of M (P is an annihilating ideal for M if PM’ = (0) 
for some nonzero submodule M’ of M). 
A submodule M’ of M is said to be a tertiary submodule of M if Ass M/M’ 
consists of a single prime ideal. I f  M is finitely generated, and M’ is a proper 
submodule of M, then M’ may be written as an intersection of finitely many 
tertiary submodules of M, M’ = M, n ... n M, ; if we set {Pi} = Ass M/Mi, 
i = 1, . ..) n, then we may assume that Ass M = {Pi , . . . . P,}. It is known 
that an element x of fl is an annihilating element for M if and only if x belongs 
to one of the Pi E Ass M (X is an annihilating element for M if xM’ = (0) 
for some nonzero submodule M’ of M). In particular, if M’ is a tertiary 
submodule of M, with Ass M/M’ = {P}, then x is an annihilating element 
for M/M’ if and only if x E P. 
Now let fl be an R-order, as before, and let p be a prime ideal in R. If  M 
is a d-module, the following relation holds between the associated primes 
of M and those of MD (as /l,-module): 
The proof is straightforward, based on the definitions and the properties 
of the correspondence Q -+ Q,, discussed at the end of Section 2. It is perhaps 
worthwhile to remark that the statement is more specialized than necessary; 
this same relation holds, more generally, for finite algebras over commutative 
Noetherian rings. 
A useful consequence of the preceding result is: Mp = (0) if and only if 
each of the primes in Ass, M meets R - p. 
Now we turn to the relations between quasi-equality and the theory of 
the associated primes. From now on we assume that fl is a maximal order. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A, TV be left A-lattices with p C A, Then h-l # p-l if 
and only if at least one of the primes in Ass h/p is a minimal prime. 
Proof. I f  P is a minimal prime which belongs to Ass X/p, let p = P n R. 
Then P, E Ass&/~)~ , and hence (/\/p&, # (O).Thus &, # pe and hence 
h-l # p-i. Conversely, suppose X-i # p-l. Then X, # pD for some minimal 
prime p in R. Let P be the minimal prime in fl lying over p. Then Ass&,/~,) 
can only be {P,}, since (0) is the only other prime in A, and it is obvious 
that (0) is not in Ass&,/~,). But then P E Ass A/CL, and since P is minimal, 
the proposition is proved. 
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PR~!POSITIOY 4.2. Let A, kc be left A-lattices, z&h p C A (and ?lot equal to A). 
Suppose that (i) h is reflexive, and (ii) I-L i.s a tertiary submodule of A. Therz if 
Ass ,\:‘p [I’), the follozkg statements are equivalent: 
(I) Alip’. 
(2) 1’ is minimal. 
(3) p is reflexive. 
Proof. ‘l’he equivalence of (I) and (2) is a special case of the preceding 
proposition. That (3) =a (I) is trivial; to finish the proof we have to show 
that (2) z- (3). Thus assume that 1 is minimal, and let p P n R. Since 1) 
contains the annihilator of h;‘~., p contains the R-annihilator of h/p considered 
as an R-module, so that p is in the support of h/p.. C’onsequently, (h/p),, f  (0) 
and AI, + I" I, . 
I f  9 is another minimal prime in R, y  + p, consider (h/i~)~~ -= X/p,, . ‘I’hen 
Ass,(h:‘p),, {I’, I” t Ass h/p, and P’ n R C q$, and since Ass h!p ~-1 {PJ 
and P n R C y  it follows that ilssJX/~)~ is empty. Thus (A//L),, -~= (0) and 
A,, = pq . Then, using Proposition 3.1, 
EL -, ~1 nip., ~ p minimal in R} 
= PI1 n [nh* I 9 f PI1 
= PII I-J [nvb 1 2 f PII 
= pl! n [n{A, 1 all minimal 411 
= pl, n A -I -l. 
\I’c conclude, since X is reflexive, that p i i ,A,, n A. 1%:~ will shovv that 
CL,, n h = p; this will prove that p is reflexive. Let x = y/s, .X E pD n A, with 
y  t CL, s E R ~ p. Then sx m: y  E p and if x were not in p, s would be an 
annihilating element for X/p. This is impossible since s $ I’. Hence s E IL, 
and pl) n h ~-: p. 
PROPOSITIOn- 4.3. Let h be a re$eflexive A-lattice, and let /L be a propel 
sublattice qf A. Then p is re$exive if and only if each of the primes in =Iss h,‘~ is 
minimal. 
Proof. Let !L = pi n ... n p7? be a tertiary decomposition of p in A, with 
Ass A;,LL~ y= {P?}, Ass h/p = (Pr , . . . . P,}. I f  each Pi is a minimal prime, then 
by the preceding proposition, each pLi is reflexive, and then p being an inter- 
section of reflexive lattices, is itself reflexive. Conversely, if p is reflexive, 
let a: be an annihilating ideal for h/,u, say with c@ L p, /I C A, /3 $ CL. If  01-i = A, 
then (o$)’ = 8~’ and /3 _C j?I l l = (c$)pl C p-l l = p. Thus p C p, a 
contradiction. Hence if a: is an annihilating ideal for Alp, then a-l # A. 
Xpplying this to the P, we have P;l # A, for each i. 
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Hence by Proposition 3.4, each Pi is a minimal prime. 
If  p is a left ideal in fl, then p is a lattice if p n R # (0). We may call 
such ideals bounded (after the terminology used in [8], p. 129). The application 
of the preceding results to the special case A = /l and p a bounded left ideal 
in fl, is worthy of explicit statement. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let TV be a bounded left ideal in the maximal order A 
(with p # A). Then p-l # A if and only ifat least one of the primes in Ass A/p 
is a minimal prime. Further, p is reflexive if and only if each of the primes in 
Ass A/p is minimal. 
Now suppose that X is a bounded tertiary left ideal, with Ass A/h = (P}, 
and assume that P is a minimal prime. Let y  be the annihilator of A/X, 
y  = {X c/l 1 xrl CA}. Then y  is the largest two sided ideal contained in /\. 
I f  01 is an annihilating ideal for /l/r, say $I C y  for some two-sided ideal B, 
/I $ y, then neither is /3 contained in h, by the remark in the previous sentence. 
Thus a: is also an annihilating ideal for cl/X and hence 01 C P. It follows, 
since P is minimal, that Ass /l/r = {P}, and so y  is also P-tertiary. We wish 
to show that y  is actually P-primary, in the usual sense, viz., that some 
power of P is contained in y. This will prove that X itself is P-primary. 
Well, by 3.4, y  is quasi-equal to a product of powers of those minimal primes 
Q for which yn # A,, q = Q n R. Since y  is P-tertiary, and P is minimal, 
the only such Q is P itself. Hence y  - Pe for some e > 0. Since y  is reflexive 
(by 4.4), Pe C y; this is what we wanted to prove. Thus bounded P-tertiary 
left ideals with P minimal are P-primary. 
It follows immediately via 4.4 that bounded reflexive left ideals have 
primary decompositions, and are, in fact, “unmixed of rank 1.” Summarizing: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Bounded reflexive left ideals in a maximal order have 
primary decompositions. More precisely, if h is a bounded re$exive left ideal, 
then h can be written uniquely as an intersection, h = X, n *.. n An , of primary 
left ideals. The associated primes (of the A/X,) are minimal prime ideals. 
The complete proof requires the verification of the uniqueness property: 
but this is easily obtained using localization at the minimal primes in R 
corresponding to those in Ass A/X. 
Now let 01 be a two-sided ideal in A, such that 01-l # A. Since at least one 
of the primes belonging to 01 in A is minimal, it follows that 01 is contained 
in a minimal prime. This, together with Proposition 3.5, implies that 
nn 01~ = (0). This is a generalization of one version of the Krull intersection 
theorem: 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If  01 is a two-sided ideal in a maximal order such that 
o~-l # A, then nII @ = (0). 
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In this section we assume that the ground ring K has the property that its 
minimal prime ideals arc projective (as is the case, for example, in unique 
factorization domains). 1Ve vv’ish to prove that in a maximal order, .,l, over 
such a domain, “almost all” the minimal prime ideals are themselves 
/l-projective, and further, are exterzded, in the sense that if I’ is one of them, 
and p =~ P f7 R, then I’ clp. \I’e first consider the special situation in 
which 2 is a full matrix algebra. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let R be a IVoetheriatl integrally closed domain having 
the propevty that its mi?limal prime ideals aye projective (as R-modules). Suppose 
that 2 is a full matrix algehva oveq the quotientJield of R and let A be a maximal 
R-order in 2. Then the minimal prime ideals in A are A-projective (both as left 
a?zd as right A-modules), and.further, are extended ideals. 
Aoyf. Let f’ bc a minimal prime in A, and let p P r\ I?. Denote by 
pm 1 the R-inwrsc of p, i.e., the set of elements K in the quotient field of R 
such that PK C R. Since p is, by assumption, projective, pj~-r = R; this 
follows from the fact that in an integral domain an ideal is projective if and 
only if it is “invertible.” Cf. ([4], Chap. 2, $5, No. 6, Th. 4, p. 148). Then 
Ap . & ’ :: A, so that ‘#I/J is also invertible. ‘l’he following calculation show 
that A$J ’ ~~ (A)) I. Since ill, . Arm’ = A, Ap-l C (/Q-l. IVe have 
(Ap)(Ap) 1 !z A, so ti1at p ‘Ap(Ap))’ C p IA, and hence (Ap) l C Ap m’. 
‘I’llUS (Ap) I A/I ‘, and (.&I&Q) -1 :- A. 
This last equation slows (almost exactly as in the commutative case; see 
[4], Chap 2, cited above) that Ap is A-projective. 
In particular, .:lp is ,I-reflexive. Consider now the module P:Ap. If  y  is 
a minimal prime in Ii, ~1 ;‘- p, then (PiAp),, mP (0). Since A,, is a maximal 
order in a full matrix algebra, it is a separable K,,-algebra ([.?I; p. 379, footnote) 
so that the radical P,, of .l,, is just A,,p,, . Thus PD = (Ap),, . \Ve conclude that 
I’, -~ (Ap),, for all minimal primes q in R; hence P y  Ap, and, both being 
r&xiv-c, it follows that P Ap. Since Ap is projective, P is too, and the 
proposition is proved. 
One of the essential points in the above proof was that A,, is a separable 
R,-algebra. ‘l’he theory of the dzxfeerent shows that this is almost always the 
case in any maximal order, without the assumption that Z is a full matrix 
algebra. \Ye digress briefly here to sketch this technique. 
The dtfjerent, 6(A), of a maximal order is defined to be the ideal 
S(A) C’(A)-‘, where C(/‘l) is the complementary ideal, 
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in which Sp denotes the usual trace function in a simple algebra [(5]). It is 
clear that 6 is a two-sided ideal in fl and that it is, being the inverse of a 
A-lattice, a reflexive ideal. By using the same argument as in ([I]; Prop. 3.3, 
p. 757) we may deduce that 6(/l) = H om,(HomR(/l, R), (1); it follows easily 
from this representation of 6 that the operations of taking the different and 
of localizing commute with one another, viz. 6(/l,) = 6(/l), for any prime p 
in R. If  P is a minimal prime in fl which does not contain 6, then P $ Ass /l/S 
and it follows that Ass,(fl/S), = {Q, j Q E Ass A/S and Q n R C p} is empty. 
Thus (A/S), = (0) and 6, = fl, . Hence 6(/l,) = L&, . Now it is a classical 
result for maximal orders over discrete rank one valuation rings that II, is 
R,-separable if and only if S(fl,) = fl, (cf. [5J; Chap. 6, Satz 3, together 
with [3], Theorem 4.7, p. 379). We conclude that if P is minimal, and does 
not contain S(n), then /l, is R,-separable. Of course, the converse is also 
true and we may state: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A be a maximal order, S(A) the different of A, and 
P a minimal prime ideal in A. Then, with p = P n R, A, is R,-separable if 
and only if P does not contain S(A). 
I f  S is contained in no minimal prime ideal, then by Proposition 4.4 6-l = A. 
Since 6 is reflexive, this last equality entails S = A. Coupled with 5.2, this 
remark implies that for any maximal order A, S(A) = A if and only if /l, is 
R,-separable for all minimal primes p in R. If  /I is a projective R-module, 
this last condition is known to be equivalent to the separability of A itself 
([3], Prop. 4.6, p. 379). Summarizing: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let A be a maximal order, and denote by S(A) the diffevent 
of A. Then the two following statements are equivalent: 
(a) S(n) = A. 
(b) A, is R,-separable for each minimal prime ideal p in A. 
If, further, A is R-projective, each of the foregoing is equivalent to: 
(c) A is R-separable. 
Returning to the situation in which R is assumed to have the property 
that its minimal primes are projective, we can combine 5.2 with the arguments 
used in the proof of Proposition 5.1 to prove: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let A be a maximal order, S(A) its d;fferent, and 
assume that the minimal primes in R are projective. Then almost all (i.e., all 
but a finite number) of the minimal primes in A are A-projective and extended. 
Precisely, the minimal primes which are not both projective and extended are 
exactly those in Ass /l/S(n). 
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l’roof. I f  P, minimal, does not contain S, then 5.2 shows that 11, is R,- 
separable; the argument used in 5.1 shows then that I-’ is extended and 
projective. To finish the proof it suffices to show that a minimal prime in ./I 
contains 6 if and only if it belongs to Ass A;‘$. Thus let P be a minimal prime 
containing 8. Then S,, f  fl, and Ass, /l,JSp can only be {P,,:. It follows that 
PE Ass /l/S. This is all that it is necessary to prove. 
We finish the paper by considering again the situation in a full matrix 
algebra. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let R be a Noetherian, integrally closed domain, in which 
the minimal prime ideals are projective, and let A be a maximal order in a full 
matrix algebra over the quotient$eld K of R. The f  11 0 owing statements concerning 
a two-sided A-lattice aye equivalent: 
(4 01 is A-projective; 
(b) a is reflexive; 
(cl a: is a product of powers (positive and/or negative) of minimal prime 
ideals in A ; 
(d) a: is of the form Ak where k C K is a reflexive (and in fact projective) 
R-lattice. 
Proof. (a) evidently implies (b); suppose that (b) holds. Then 
c-6 - Pi1 . ..) Pill, for appropriate minimal primes P, , . . . . P, . By Proposition 5.1 
the Pi are projective; it follows that products of the Pi are likewise projective, 
so that Pi1 . . . P$ is projective. But then it is also reflexive, and being quasi- 
equal to 01, coincides with 01. This proves (c). I f  u: = PII . . . Pin, then since 
by 5.1 again each P, is an extended ideal, say Pi = flpi , we take k = pi1 . . . pi* 
and deduce (d) from (c). If(d) holds, OL = Ak with k R-projective; we apply 
the same argument as in the beginning of the proof of 5.1 and conclude that 
Ak is A-projective. But then a: is projective, and this proves (a). 
There are two remarks to be made concerning this last proposition: (a) 
if we assume that R is a unique factorization domain, so that the minimal 
primes in R are principal, we obtain the interesting result that in a maximal 
order in a full matrix algebra over the quotient field of a unique 
factorization domain, the minimal prime ideals are principal, and are in fact 
generated by central primes. (b) Ag ain, the fact that the minimal primes in fl 
are projective entails the deduction (implicit in the proof) that the multipli- 
cation of the minimal primes (and hence of all reflexive two-sided lattices) 
is commutative, and preserves reflexivity. This means that the collection 
of two-sided reflexive A-lattices forms a group with respect to the ordinary 
multiplication in 2; this group is just G(A). 
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